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Abstract

Differentiated services (DiffServ) is an architecture for the Internet in which various applications are supported using

a simple classification scheme. Packets entering the DiffServ domain are marked depending on the packets’ class. In this

paper we introduce a versatile service and buffering scheme for different classes in a differentiated services Internet. The

objective of this scheme is to introduce relative differentiation in terms of mean delay, throughput. In this scheme both

high-buffer-priority (HPC) and low-buffer-priority (LPC) classes have reserved buffers. In addition, they have a shared

buffer, where the priority of the shared buffer occupancy is to HPC traffic. Service priorities can be for high-buffer-

priority traffic, low-buffer-priority traffic or round robin. An exact performance model for the proposed scheme is

introduced. The performance model represents HPC and LPC traffic arrivals by a discrete batch Markov arrival process

(D-BMAP). The model is used to obtain loss ratios, packet delays and throughputs for both HPC and LPC traffic.

Performance results show that implementing buffer priorities, with a weighted round robin packet scheduling policy,

results in low packet loss ratio and/or delay for the high-priority class without starving the low-priority class.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Differentiated services (DiffServ) [1] is an archi-

tecture for the Internet in which various applica-

tions are supported using a simple classification
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scheme. Packets entering the DiffServ domain are

marked depending on the packets’ class. The Diff-

Serv model was introduced as an alternative to the

integrated services (IntServ) model [2], which re-

quires resources such as bandwidth and buffers to
be explicitly reserved for a given data flow to ensure

that the application receives its requested quality of

service (QoS). The IntServ architecture, however,

suffered a scalability problem as it requires routers

to maintain per flow information.

In the DiffServ architecture scalability is

achieved in two ways. First, per flow service is
ed.
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replaced with aggregate class per hop service.

Second, complex processing is moved from the

core of the network to the edges. The DiffServ

model aggregates the entire user’s requirement for

QoS. A user wishing to receive service must first

have a service level agreement (SLA) with the
service provider. An SLA includes a traffic condi-

tioning agreement that gives detailed service

parameters such as service level, traffic profile,

marking and shaping. Packet marking is done

through the DS field in the IP header in accor-

dance with the requested class of service. Packets

are also marked to be in profile or out of profile

with respect to the SLA.
Treatment of packets inside the DiffServ do-

main is known as the per hop behavior (PHB).

PHB extended the standard best-effort treatment

at routers to include expedited forwarding and as-

sured forwarding. Expedited forwarding provides

low loss, low latency and low jitter, assured

bandwidth, end-to-end service through the Diff-

Serv domain. Assured forwarding delivers the
aggregate traffic from a user with high assurance

as long as the aggregate traffic is within its traffic

profile. Assured forwarding is intended for appli-

cations that do not require low latency or delay

jitter. IETF [3] recommended four assured for-

warding classes, each with three drop-precedence

values. If there is congestion in a node, the drop

precedence of a packet determines the relative
importance of the packet.

Two important functions are required to effec-

tively implement the PHB. The first is the packet

scheduling policy, which determines packet service

priorities at the output link. Priority scheduling

can reduce packet delay, delay jitter and loss for

high-priority traffic. On the other hand, packets

with high delay and/or loss tolerance or out of
profile packets may be given a low scheduling

priority.

Weighted fair queuing (WFQ) attempts to serve

sessions/classes in proportion to their pre-specified

service shares independent of the buffer occupancy

of each session/class [4–6]. WFQ and its variants

[7] have been popular due to their capability to

address the limitations of the FCFS and fixed
priority scheduling mechanisms. Moreover, WFQ

adds to the network the capability of providing
end-to-end delay guarantees on per flow basis [8].

The use of WFQ type schedulers has been pro-

posed for the implementation of service rate dif-

ferentiation (SRD) models [9,10]. SRD assigns a

certain rate to each priority class that also depends

on its expected arrival rate. High-priority classes
have a larger service-to-arrival rate ratio than

lower priority classes. Consequently, higher classes

are expected to have a lower queuing delay.

The second function is buffer management,

which is responsible for deciding whether a packet

belonging to a certain flow/class may be admitted

or dropped. Buffers may or may not be shared

among the different classes. The advantage of
complete buffer sharing is that this technique

makes full use of statistical multiplexing. However,

a hostile source/link may consume the whole buffer

space. On the other hand, complete per flow/link/

class buffer separation usually results in underuti-

lization of buffer space. Recent work addressing

the buffer sharing issue can be found in [11–13]. In

addition, it was shown in [14] that the WFQ and
buffer management strategies can be combined in

order to control multiple performance measures in

a proportional manner.

On the other hand, different packet dropping

levels were used to handle congestion for various

traffic classes in a shared buffer, and random early

detection (RED) [15] and RED with IN/OUT

(RIO) [16] are such schemes. RED is a threshold-
based scheme to detect incipient congestion by

computing the average queue size. Unlike early

random drop that discards all packets after the

queue size exceeds a certain threshold, RED works

as follow. When the average queue (buffer) size

exceeds the RED threshold, packets are dropped

according to some probability which is a function

of how full the buffer is. RIO extends RED by
allowing different thresholds and dropping prob-

abilities for ‘‘In’’ profile and ‘‘Out’’ of profile

packets. RED parameters have significant effects

on performance. However, no clear recommenda-

tion of some optimal setting of RED parameters

has been agreed upon [17].

A number of schemes have been proposed for

packet scheduling and buffer management in the
differentiated services architecture. May et al. [18]

evaluated the performance of the assured service
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scheme and the premium service scheme through

analytical modeling. For the assured service a

single buffer, in which both ‘‘tagged’’ (In) and

‘‘non-tagged’’ (Out) packets are queued is used.

RIO was used to control the number of in and out

of profile packets. The model for premium service
uses two separate buffers, a finite buffer for the

‘‘In’’ packets and an infinite one for the ‘‘Out’’

packets. Tagged packets get service first until the

finite tagged queue is empty, then non-tagged

packets get service. For ease of mathematical

analysis, the arrival process was assumed to be

Poisson and the service time was assumed expo-

nential.
Kohler and Schaffer [19] performed a compar-

ative simulation study of the performance of dif-

ferent class-and-drop treatments of data in

DiffServ IP Networks. They investigated ‘‘two-bit

differentiated services’’ with ‘‘two rate three color

marking with three drop precedence’’. The two-bit

DS model containing three classes, premium, as-

sured and best effort, has been implemented to
estimate the impact of different classes separate

queues were used for each service class, with pri-

ority scheduling. This led to more significant

variations of the throughput of assured and best-

effort connections at different loads than for pre-

mium connections. The simulations also showed

that premium and assured connections are exten-

sively protected from best-effort traffic.
Sahu et al. [20] studied two router mechanisms

for DiffServ architectures, namely threshold drop-

ping (TD) and priority scheduling (PS). They per-

formed a comparative study of the loss and delay

behaviors of the TD and PS under the edge-

discarding (ED) and edge-marking (EM) packet

marking mechanisms. TD and PS distinguish

between two classes of packets, preferred and non-
preferred packets with the assumption that pre-

ferred class receives ‘‘preference’’ over the packets

in the non-preferred class. Two analytical Markov

models have been considered, a first model for TD

coupled with ED, and second one for PS coupled

with ED. In the first model, both preferred and

non-preferred packets are queued into a single

FIFO buffer. While, in the second model, preferred
and non-preferred packets are kept in two sepa-

rate finite buffers. Buffers are selected for service
according to ‘‘strict priority scheduling’’, i.e., non-

preferred packets receive service only when the

preferred queue is empty. They concluded that

preferred packets are not affected by the behavior of

lower priority packets with the PS router mecha-

nism. However, using pure priority scheduling re-
sults in starvation for the lower priority class. It was

shown in [21] that starvation can be avoided only if

the higher priority class is both burst and band-

width controlled. On the other hand [20], also

shows that there is no mechanism to provide lower

expected delays to preferred packets with the TD

scheme without substantially increasing the loss

rate of lower priority packets.
De Rezende [22] conducted a study to evaluate

the performance of TCP and UDP traffic flows

crossing DS domains in which network nodes

implement AF forwarding. It is well known that

TCP traffic is adaptive to traffic congestion by

decreasing its sending rate, while UDP traffic is

not. Without proper buffer management, UDP

(non-adaptive traffic) may actually fill the buffers
and it becomes hard to assign a fair portion on the

buffer to TCP traffic. On the other hand, if UDP

traffic is marked as a low-priority traffic and/or is

dropped from the buffer, this may cause serious

performance degradation. It is, therefore, essential

to devise mechanisms that can guarantee priority

for high-priority classes yet do not unnecessarily

degrade the loss or delay performance of lower
priority traffic.

This paper presents a versatile service and buf-

fering scheme for different classes in a differentiated

services Internet. In this scheme both high-priority

and low-priority classes have reserved buffers. In

addition, they have a shared buffer, where the pri-

ority of the shared buffer occupancy is to the higher

buffer priority class. Service priorities may or may
not be the same as the buffer occupancy priorities.

The service priority can be fixed, or dynamic in a

manner consistent with rate allocation, delay

bounds, etc. For example, it can be done according

to a weighted fair queuing approach. The proposed

mechanism falls within the class of relative differ-

entiation. However, by properly adjusting the

parameters of service and buffer allocation, certain
guarantees can be provided, such as propor-

tional delay differentiation, as well as throughput
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guarantees. More will be said about this issue in

Section 2.3.

This paper is organized as follows. The scheme

is presented in the following section. A perfor-

mance model of the proposed scheme is presented

in Section 3. Numerical results for loss ratios and
packet delays for the different classes is given in

Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the find-

ings of this paper.
2. Proposed scheme

In this section we describe a generic service and
buffer management scheme, which is motivated by

the following observations:

1. While priority scheduling achieves low loss and

delay for the higher priority class, it causes per-

formance degradation for the lower priority

class. In many cases, the buffer space reserved

for the higher priority class is not used and
wasted. Allowing the lower priority class to

use some of the buffer space would reduce the

packet loss resulting from the use of priority

scheduling policy.

2. To handle short-term congestion due to simul-

taneous burst arrivals, the higher priority class

must have a reserved buffer set aside. Under

normal network load, the higher priority class
can actually share a buffer with other traffic

classes.

3. The differentiated services Internet is intended

to support a wide range of traffic classes, viz

premium, assured and best effort. It is, there-

fore, desirable to use a service and buffer man-

agement scheme that is versatile and can be

utilized for service differentiation among vari-
ous traffic classes with different QoS require-

ments.

4. Service and buffer sharing priorities need not be

the same. A loss-sensitive, delay-tolerant traffic

class would require higher priority in buffer

sharing, but not necessarily priority scheduling.

In our proposed scheme both high-priority and
low-priority classes have reserved buffers. In

addition, they have a shared buffer, where the
priority of the shared buffer occupancy is to the

higher priority class. The service priority can be

fixed, or dynamic in a manner consistent with rate

allocation, delay bounds, etc. We illustrate our

scheme here using two classes only, but the

extension to multiple classes is straightforward.
The two classes have different priorities in buffer

occupancy, and service.

2.1. Buffer management

We will refer to the class with the higher pri-

ority in buffer occupancy as the higher priority

class (HPC), while the other class is the lower

priority class (LPC). The service priority will be

discussed later, but is not necessarily the same as

the buffer occupancy priority. Both classes have

reserved buffers, whose sizes are parameters that

determine the performance of the respective clas-

ses. In addition, they have a shared buffer, where

the priority of the shared buffer occupancy is to the

HPC class. The buffering strategy is as follows:
LPC buffer strategy. LPC traffic is given a lower

priority in using the shared buffer:

• LPC traffic always attempts to use its dedicated

buffer first, and it is allowed to use the shared

buffer only if its dedicated buffer is full, and

there is an available space in the shared buffer.

This also means that older packets will be
queued in the LPC dedicated buffer.

• LPC traffic is also forced to release any space it

occupies in the shared buffer if space becomes

available in its dedicated buffer because an

LPC packet is served.

HPC buffering strategy. HPC traffic always at-

tempts to use the shared buffer before using its
dedicated buffer. Therefore,

• If an HPC packet arrives and finds an availabil-

ity in the shared buffer, it is queued in the

shared buffer; otherwise, it is queued in the ded-

icated HPC buffer, if an availability exists.

• HPC traffic packets in the dedicated buffer move

to shared buffer if space becomes available in
the shared buffer. This happens when an HPC

packet occupying the shared buffer is served. It
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can also happen if an LPC packet that is occupy-

ing the LPC dedicated buffer is served, therefore

causing an LPC packet in the shared buffer to

move to the dedicated buffer (as explained

above). 2

It should be noted that this scheme is different

from the space priority scheme proposed in [23].

The low-priority class here is guaranteed a mini-

mum buffer space, and once it occupies a buffer it

cannot be pushed out.

2.2. Packet scheduling

The packet scheduling (service) priority can be

fixed, or dynamic. Service priorities may or may

not be the same as the buffer occupancy priorities.

The following service priorities can be imple-

mented:

• Round robin scheduling, with no preference to
either class and no load-dependence or buffer

occupancy dependence. This scheduling policy,

however, cannot be used to assure QoS.

• Weighted round robin, which is buffer occu-

pancy dependent. This scheduling policy would

give implicit service priority to HPC packets,

since they have higher buffer occupancy prior-

ity. However, it would not lead to starving
LPC traffic, as LPC packets are served when

the number of HPC packets is less than the size

of the LPC traffic dedicated buffer. This will be

later demonstrated in the performance results.

• HPC service priority, which then gives HPC

traffic both buffer occupancy and scheduling

priority. Such service priority can be used for

premium service, or assured service, with LPC
traffic being for best-effort service.

• LPC service priority, which results in HPC traf-

fic having higher priority in shared buffer occu-

pancy, while LPC having higher priority in

service. This can be used to serve the LPC as

an expedited service class, with the HPC as an

assured service class.
2 This is required in order to preserve the FCFS service

strategy among packets of the same class.
It is to be noted that, with proper packet

scheduling, and buffer dimensioning, a low loss

rate can be guaranteed for HPC packets. This is

mainly due to the introduction of the shared buf-

fer, and the higher buffer priority of HPC packets.

On the other hand, a small delay of LPC traffic is
possible since it be offered higher service priority,

in addition to the fact that its buffer size is limited,

which prevents packets from queueing for a long

time.

2.3. Service guarantees

The proposed mechanisms fall within the
framework of relative differentiation. However,

they are versatile enough that, with the proper

controls, they are able to provide quantitative

guarantees. For example, the buffering mecha-

nism guarantees that the HPC will be allocated

more buffers than the LPC. This does not by it-

self guarantee any differentiation in the loss ratio,

since the loss ratio depends very much on the
offered load, and the service strategy. Therefore,

the service strategy can be used to impose certain

guarantees on the loss ratios. In Table 1, it is

shown how certain loss ratios can be achieved

under different load conditions (in this example it

is assumed that the service capacity is unity). It

is also shown what levels of throughput will

be achievable in this case. Note that light and
heavy load correspond to k � 0 and k > 1,

respectively.

Using a different strategy, and different objec-

tives, different guarantees can be provided. For

example, using the waiting time priority service

strategy proportional delay differentiation can be

implemented [9]. Given the mean delay propor-

tional differentiation, and the total mean delay, the
mean delay per class can be calculated. Then, the

queueing discipline results in certain average queue

lengths for the two classes, �qH and �qL. For exam-

ple, under heavy load

�qL ¼ BL and �qH ¼ BH þ BS:

Since, by Little’s result, throughput¼ �q=�d, where �d
is the mean delay, then the buffers can be dimen-

sioned so that the throughput guarantees can be

determined, and hence the loss ratio.



Table 1

Loss ratios and throughputs under different load conditions

Service Loss ratio Throughput

LPC HPC LPC HPC

Heavy LPC and

light HPC

RR 1� ð1� kHÞ=kL 0 1� kH kH

LPC first 1� 1=kL 1 1 0

HPC first 1� ð1� kHÞ=kL 0 1� kH kH

Light LPC and

heavy HPC

RR 0 1� ð1� kLÞ=kH kL 1� kL

LPC first 0 1� ð1� kLÞ=kH kL 1� kL

HPC first 1 1� 1=kH 1 kH

Heavy LPC and

heavy HPC

RR 1� qL=ðkLðqL þ qHÞÞ 1� qH=ðkHðqL þ qHÞÞ qL=ðqL þ qHÞ qH=ðqL þ qHÞ
LPC first 1� 1=kL 1 1 0

HPC first 1 1� 1=kH 0 1
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2.4. Implementation issues

In this subsection, we briefly comment on the

implementation complexity of the proposed

mechanism.
In [24] the authors proposed a switch architec-

ture where the input buffer is divided into two

areas, which they called high-priority queue and

low-priority queues. The high- and low-priority

queues are formed on the basis of the occupancy of

the output buffer not on the urgency of the indi-

vidual cells. In order to maintain the cell sequence,

they have to simultaneously lookup the two buffers
and swap cells between them. It was shown that

the complexity of such a scheme is similar to the

shared-memory buffer architecture. The proposed

scheme is also related to a shared-memory ATM

switching scheme whose is described in [25].

Therefore, a similar implementation can be used

for our scheme, which should have the same

complexity (time and space). The only difference is
that our search (queue lookup) for next packet to

schedule spans three buffer areas, while in [25] they

search only in one shared memory. However, from

time point of view, the three searches (lookup) in

our model could be done simultaneously, since

they are in three disjoint areas. From a space point

of view, the complexity is the total area which is

the same (disregarding whether they are in three
disjoint chunks or one big chunk).

In the following section we present a mixed

service priority/buffer management mathematical

model that represents the generic buffer manage-
ment and service disciplines described above. It

should be noted that the model may be modified to

incorporate other service disciplines.
3. The performance model

The system is modeled as a time-homogeneous,

discrete time, finite-state Markovian chain. We

assume that time is slotted, and the slot duration is
equal to the packet transmission time.
3.1. Definitions

We make the following definitions for HPC and

LPC traffic:

BL LPC dedicated buffer size
BH HPC dedicated buffer size

BS shared buffer size

LLD number of LPC packets in the LPC dedi-

cated buffer

LLS number of LPC packets in the shared

buffer

LL total number of LPC packets in the sys-

tem¼ LLD þ LLS

LHD number of HPC packets in the HPC

dedicated buffer

LHS number of HPC packets in the shared

buffer

LH total number of HPC packets in the sys-

tem¼ LHD þ LHS
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It should be noted that the following relations

hold:

LLD ¼ minðLL;BLÞ;

LLS ¼ maxð0; LL � BLÞ;

LHS ¼ minðLH;BS � LLSÞ;

LHD ¼ maxð0; LH � LHSÞ:
3.2. Assumptions

• Packet size is fixed, and the packet transmission

time is assumed to be unity.

• Time is slotted, and the slot duration is equal to

the packet transmission time.
• HPC traffic packets in the dedicated buffer

move to shared buffer if space becomes avail-

able in the shared buffer. LPC traffic uses

shared buffer only if its dedicated buffer is full,

and there is an available space in the shared

buffer. This assumption is made in order to

keep the model tractable by just tracking the to-

tal number of the packets from each class in the
buffer, instead of keeping track of the number

of the packets in the dedicated buffer, or in

the shared buffer.

• We will use a probabilistic packet service ap-

proach, since using an auxiliary variable to indi-

cate service priority will result in increasing the

state space. So we serve either the LPC traffic

with a certain probability qL, or serve the HPC
traffic with probability qH ¼ 1� qL. The choice

of these probabilities can be load dependent

(e.g., queue size priority 3 qL ¼ LL=ðLL þ LHÞ
and qH ¼ LH=ðLL þ LHÞ. It can also be load

independent which implements a certain strict

priority service order, or a combination of the

two. The choice of qL ¼ qH ¼ 0:5 approximates

round robin scheduling, while qH=qL ¼ 1 gives
HPC traffic service priority as well. Setting

qH=qL ¼ 0 can be used to give higher service pri-

ority to LPC traffic. As such, HPC has higher
3 If qLðqHÞ is chosen to be qL ¼ ðLL=kLÞ=ðLL=kL þ LH=kHÞ
qH ¼ ðLH=kHÞ=ðLL=kL þ LH=kHÞð Þ, then this corresponds to the

implementation of waiting time priority scheduling.
priority in shared buffer occupancy, while LPC

has higher priority in service.
3.3. Model description

HPC and LPC packet arrivals are modeled as

independent traffic streams. Each of the two traffic

streams generates traffic according to a discrete

batch Markov arrival process (D-BMAP):

1. The LPC D-BMAP process has rL phases, and

the probability of s arrivals from the LPC

stream is governed by the matrix DLðsÞ ¼
½dLi;j

ðsÞ	, where
dLi;j

ðsÞ ¼ Prðs arrivals; next

phase ¼ jjcurrent phase ¼ iÞ

for i; j 2 f0; 1; . . . ; rL � 1g. The maximum

number of arrivals from the LPC process per

slot time is denoted by ML.

2. The HPC D-BMAP is defined similarly, but
with rH phases, a DHðsÞ matrix, and a maximum

of MH arrivals per slot.

We define the system state at the end of a slot,

and is described in terms of a four tuple: ði; j;m; nÞ,
where

• i is the value of LL,
• j is the value of LH,

• m is the phase of the LPC arrival process,

• n is the phase of the HPC arrival process.

We define the matrix P to be the transition

probability matrix of the Markov chain. P is a

block matrix of dimension ððBL þ BS þ 1Þ�
ðBH þ BS þ 1ÞÞ by ððBL þ BS þ 1Þ � ðBH þ BS þ 1ÞÞ.
Each entry in the P matrix, pði;jÞ;ði00;j00Þ, is the prob-

ability of making a transition from state ðLL ¼ i;
LH ¼ jÞ to state ðLL ¼ i00;LH ¼ j00Þ. pði;jÞ;ði00 ;j00Þ is itself
a matrix of dimension ðrL � rHÞ by ðrL � rHÞ which
corresponds to the probabilities of phase changes

in the arrival processes.

The state transition is done in two steps:

1. In the first step, we consider the service process,

in which one packet, if any, is served from the
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buffer(s). In this case, a transition takes place

from state ði; j;m; nÞ, to state ði0; j0;m; nÞ.
2. In the second step, we consider the arrivals, to-

gether with the arrival process phase change.

The state changes from ði0; j0;m; nÞ to
ði00; j00;m00; n00Þ.
3.3.1. First transition

A transition from state ði; j;m; nÞ, to state

ði0; j0;m; nÞ is independent of m and n, and takes

place with probability qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ. This probability

depends on the values of i, j, i0, and j0. There are

four cases to consider:

1. If i ¼ 0, and j ¼ 0, then i0 ¼ j0 ¼ 0 with proba-

bility qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ ¼ 1.

2. If i ¼ 0, and j > 0, then i0 ¼ 0 and j0 ¼ j� 1

with probability qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ ¼ 1.

3. If i > 0, and j ¼ 0, then i0 ¼ i� 1 and j0 ¼ 0

with probability qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ ¼ 1.

4. If i > 0, and j > 0, then
• with probability qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ¼qL , i0 ¼ i� 1, and

j0 ¼ j;
• with probability qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ¼qH, i0 ¼ i, and

j0 ¼ j� 1.
3.3.2. Second transition

After the first transition, a transition from state

ði0; j0;m; nÞ to state ði00; j00;m00; n00Þ takes place. There
are also four cases to consider. In all of these cases,

we must have i00 P i0 and j00 P j0.

1. If

Either
• i00 < BL þ BS,

• j00 < BH þ BS, and

• maxð0; i00 � BLÞ þ j00 < BS,

Or
• i00 < BL, and

• j00 < BH þ BS
then there is no contention, and no loss will

take place. pði;jÞ;ði00 ;j00Þ is therefore given by

pði;jÞ;ði00 ;j00Þ ¼ qði;jÞ;ði0;j0Þ DLði00
�

� i0Þ � DHðj00 � j0Þ
�
;

ð1Þ

where � is the Kronecker product operator.
2. If

• i00 PBL,

• i00 þ j00 PBL þ BS (shared buffer is full), and

• i00 � BL þ j00 < BS þ BH (HPC buffer is not

full),
then some loss from the LPC traffic may have

occurred.

In this case,

pði;jÞ;ði00;j00Þ

¼ qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ
XML

k¼i00�i0
½DLðkÞ � DHðj00 � j0Þ	

� aði00 �maxði0;BLÞ; j00 � j0ji00 �maxði0;BLÞ;

j00 � j0;maxðBS �maxði0 � BL; 0Þ � j0; 0ÞÞ;

ð2Þ

where aðl; hjL;H ; f Þ¼Pr(accepting l packets

from the LPC stream and h packets from the

HPC stream, both in the shared buffer, given L
arrivals from the first stream, and H arrivals

from the latter stream may occupy the shared

buffer, and f free locations in the shared buffer).

3. If
• i00 < BL, and

• j00 ¼ BS þ BH,

then there is a possible loss from the HPC

stream.

In this case,

pði;jÞ;ði00;j00Þ ¼ qði;jÞ;ði0 ;j0Þ
XMH

l¼j00�j0
DLði00
�

� i0Þ � DHðlÞ
�
:

ð3Þ
4. If

• BL 6 i00 6BL þ BS,
• BH 6 j00 6BH þ BS, and

• BS ¼ ði00 � BLÞ þ ðj00 � BHÞ,
then possible loss may have occurred from both

the LPC and the HPC streams.

In this case,

pði;jÞ;ði00;j00Þ

¼ qði;jÞ;ði0;j0Þ
XML

k¼i00�i0

XMH

l¼j00�j0
DLðkÞ½ � DHðlÞ	 � /;

ð4Þ
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where

/ ¼

aði00 �maxði0;BLÞ;BS � i00 þmaxðBL; i0Þ � j0j
k �maxði0;BLÞ; l;
maxðBS �maxði0 � BL; 0Þ � j0; 0ÞÞ
formaxði0 � BL; 0Þ þ j0 < BS;

aði00 �maxði0;BLÞ; 0jk �maxði0;BLÞ; l; 0Þ
formaxði0 � BL; 0Þ þ j0 PBS:

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ
The derivation of aðl; hjL;H ; f Þ depends on

how the packets are selected. Three possibilities

can be considered:

Random selection:

aðl; hjL;H ; f Þ ¼

L
l

� 	
H
h

� 	

Lþ H
lþ h

� 	 : ð6Þ

Priority to HPC packets:

aðl; hjL;H ; f Þ ¼
1 if h ¼ minðH ; f Þ and

l ¼ minðL; f � hÞ
0 otherwise:

8><
>: ð7Þ

Priority to LPC packets:

aðl; hjL;H ; f Þ ¼
1 if l ¼ minðL; f Þ and

h ¼ minðH ; f � lÞ
0 otherwise:

8><
>: ð8Þ
3.4. Performance measures

Let P be the steady state probability (row)

vector of the above Markov chain, which can be

obtained by solving

PP ¼ P and P � 1 ¼ 1;

where 1 is an appropriately dimensioned column

vector whose elements are all equal to 1. The

vector P is given by

P ¼ fp0;0; p0;1; . . . ; pi;j; . . . ; pBLþBS ;BHþBSg;
where i and j are the numbers of LPC and HPC

packets in the buffer, respectively. The vector pi;j

has rL � rH components corresponding to the

phases of the arrival processes. That is,
pi;j ¼ pi;j
0;0; p

i;j
0;1; p

i;j
0;2; . . . ; p

i;j
m;n; . . . ; p

i;j
rL ;rH


 �
:

Once the steady state probability vector is found,

performance measures such as the probability of

packet loss, and the mean packet delay can be
found as follows:

Arrival rate. The arrival rate of a class LPC

packets are given by

kL ¼
X
i;j

X
s

spi;jDLðsÞ1:

Throughput. The throughput of class LPC is

given by

rL ¼
X
i>0

X
j

qLði; jÞpi;j1:

Loss ratio. The loss ratio of class LPC is given

by

lL ¼ kL � rL

kL

:

Mean number of packets on departure. The mean

number of packets left in the queue by a departing

LPC packet is given by

QL ¼
X
i>0

X
j

ði� 1ÞqLði; jÞpi;j1:

Mean waiting time. The mean time spent in the

system by an LPC packet is obtained from Little’s
result, and is expressed as

WL ¼ QL=rL:

Similar results exist for the HPC class.
4. Numerical results

Using the analysis in Section 3, we now present

numerical results for loss ratios and expected de-

lays incurred by HPC and LPC packets. We model

bursty arrivals by specializing the general D-
BMAP arrival process to represent a number of

on–off sources. An on–off source toggles between

an on period, with mean tON, and an off period,

with mean tOFF. When a source is in the on state, it

transmits at a peak rate kp. An on–off source is

silent during the off state. The mean rate, k, of an
on–off source is given by tON � kp=ðtON þ tOFFÞ.
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We define the burstiness factor (BF) of an on–off
source to be the ratio of the on and off periods

(BF ¼ tON=tOFF).
4 For a given k, a larger BF value

would indicate higher burstiness.

The number of sources, on period, off period,

burstiness factor and mean rate for LPC traffic is

given by NLPC, ONLPC, OFFLPC, BFLPC and kLPC,

respectively. Similarly, we can define NHPC,

ONHPC, OFFHPC, BFHPC and kHPC for HPC traffic.
Buffer sharing is controlled through the parame-

ters BL, BH and BS. The function a is set to

random selection. Priority scheduling is controlled

through the parameters qL and qH, and can be set

to weighted round robin, priority scheduling to

HPC traffic or priority scheduling to LPC traffic.

We first study the effect of the buffer manage-

ment scheme independent of the packet scheduling
policy. Therefore, we study the performance of

both HPC and LPC traffic at different arrival rates

and buffer sizes, with weighted round robin packet

scheduling. Figs. 1 and 2 respectively plot the loss

ratio and packet delay for both HPC and LPC

traffic vs. the HPC arrival rate (kHPC), for shared

buffer sizes of 6 and 10. The parameter settings

used were NHPC ¼ NLPC ¼ 4, BFHPC ¼BFLPC ¼ 1,
kLPC ¼ 0:25 and BL¼BH¼ 2. We first observe

that the loss ratio for HPC traffic is always lower

than that for LPC traffic, see Fig. 1. This is due to
4 Although the burstiness factor is usually defined as the

proportion of epochs in which the source rate exceeds the

average rate, for an on–off source we choose to use the above

definition. This is because when the source is in the ON period,

it always transmits at the peak rate, which exceeds the average

rate.
the preferred use of the shared buffer for HPC

traffic. However, it should be noted that since LPC

traffic is also allowed access to the shared buffer, its

loss ratio is maintained at a reasonable level,

compared to HPC traffic. It should also be noted

that the delay of LPC sources is low even under

heavy load. In fact, by considering the results of

Figs. 1 and 2, we can see that we can provide (as-
sure) 90% of arriving LPC packets (with the given

LPC rate) a delay lower than one unit, under a total

arrival rate 5 below 0.85. On the other hand, the

delay for HPC traffic is affected by the presence of

LPC traffic, especially under heavy load. By using

HPC priority scheduling (not shown here), the

delay for HPC traffic is significantly reduced. In-

deed, for the settings above, the delay is maintained
below 2.5 units, even under heavy load.

We next study the effect of buffer management

on loss ratios for HPC traffic with different burs-

tiness factors (BFHPC), see Fig. 3. Weighted round

robin packet scheduling is used. The total buffer

size is 14, which can be partitioned as (BL;BH;BS)

of (2, 2, 10), (3, 3, 8), (4, 4, 6) or (5, 5, 4). The

offered load was chosen to be 0.92 (heavy load) to
emulate network congestion. HPC traffic rate is set

to either 0.67 or 0.25 with BFHPC being 0.5, 1 or

1.5. We note that for the lower HPC arrival rate

(0.25), the HPC loss ratio is relatively not affected

by LPC traffic, which is high in this case (0.67).

The loss ratio for HPC traffic is always less than

1%, even for highly bursty traffic (BFHPC ¼ 0.5).
5 This corresponds to an LPC rate of 0.25, and an HPC rate

of 0.6.
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For high HPC arrival rate (0.67), the larger the

shared buffer size, the lower the loss ratio. This is

expected as a smaller shared buffer (BS) would

lead to a larger dedicated LPC buffer (BL) not

used by HPC traffic. The effect of traffic burstiness

is more evident. HPC traffic can only be assured a

loss ratio less than 10% for BFHPC ¼ 1 only if
BSP 6, whereas for BFHPC ¼ 1.5, such a loss ratio

can always be assured. For BFHPC ¼ 0.5, no such

assurance cannot be made for such a total buffer

size regardless of how buffers are managed. How-

ever, using HPC priority scheduling with HPC

buffer priority, results is loss ratios below 10% for

all values of BS and BFHPC.

In Fig. 4, we study the average delay of LPC
traffic with LPC priority scheduling, under the

same settings used in Fig. 3. Results indicate that

the LPC packet delay is not affected by HPC traffic

characteristics, but rather its own. Since the shared

buffer is mainly occupied by HPC packets, delay

for LPC traffic only increase as a result of higher
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Fig. 4. Effect of buffer sharing on LPC packet waiting time

(LPC priority scheduling).
values of its dedicated buffer (BL). For a lower

LPC rate (0.25), LPC buffer occupancy is low, and

with LPC priority scheduling, the delay is main-

tained regardless of the size of BL. LPC priority

scheduling with a small BL, can then be used for

expedited service with the assured service being
treated as HPC traffic.
5. Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced a versatile

service and buffering scheme for different classes in

a differentiated services Internet. In this scheme
both high-priority (HPC) and low-priority (LPC)

classes have reserved buffers. In addition, they

have a shared buffer, where the priority of the

shared buffer occupancy is to the higher buffer

priority class. Service priorities can be for HPC

traffic, LPC traffic or round robin. An exact two-

class performance model for the proposed scheme

was derived. The performance model represents
LPC and HPC traffic arrivals by a discrete batch

Markov arrival process (D-BMAP). The model

was used to obtain loss ratios, packet delays and

throughputs for both HPC and LPC traffic.

Performance results have shown that imple-

menting buffer priorities, with a weighted round

robin packet scheduling policy, results in low HPC

packet loss ratios without starving LPC traffic. To
guarantee low packet loss and delay under network

congestion, HPC priority scheduling should be

used as well. Implementing LPC priority schedul-

ing results low delay for LPC traffic, while main-

taining a reasonably low loss ratio for HPC traffic.
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